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ALMOST SURE INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES

FOR SUMS OF 73-VALUED RANDOM VARIABLES

WITH APPLICATIONS TO RANDOM FOURIER SERIES

AND THE EMPIRICAL CHARACTERISTIC PROCESS
BY

MICHAEL B. MARCUS AND WALTER PHILIPP1' 2

Abstract. We establish an almost sure approximation of the partial sums of

independent, identically distributed random variables with values in a separable

Banach space B by a suitable S-valued Brownian motion under the hypothesis that

the partial sums can be L '-closely approximated by finite-dimensional random

variables. We show that this hypothesis is satisfied if the given random variables

are random Fourier series or related stochastic processes. As an application we

obtain an almost sure approximation of the empirical characteristic process by a

suitable C( K)-valued Brownian motion whenever the empirical characteristic pro-

cess satisfies the central limit theorem.

1. Introduction. Let {xpj > 1} be a sequence of independent identically distrib-

uted random variables with values in a real separable Banach space (B, \\ • ||) with

mean zero and finite second moment. Let Sn denote the wth partial sum of the

sequence. We say that {x,,y > 1} satisfies the central limit theorem (or that x = xx

satisfies the central limit theorem) if n~x^2Sn converges weakly to a Gaussian

measure on B.

In [17] it is shown that if [Xj,j > 1} satisfies the central limit theorem then an

almost sure invariance principle holds. That is, without changing the probability

law of {xpj > 1} we can redefine the sequence {x,,j > 1} on a new probability

space on which there exists a B-valued Brownian motion {X(t), t > 0} with

covariance

(1.1) Ef(X(l))g(X(l)) = E(f(xx)g(xx)),       fig G B*,

such that

(1.2) 2 Xj - X(t)
j<t

= o((i log log t)x/1)   a.s.
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Also in [18], under the same hypothesis, an L2-invariance principle is obtained,

replacing (1.2) by

(1.3) nx'2
k<.n

2  Xj - X(k)
j<k

• 0   inL2.

Let [Ps, 0 < s < 1} be a set of uniformly bounded linear operators Ps: B —> B

with finite-dimensional range such that

(1.4) sup n-x/2E\\S„-PsSn\\<u(s)
n> 1

where lirn^n u(s) = 0. It is easy to see and it follows also from a well-known

theorem of Hoffmann-Jorgensen [7] and Pisier [19] that (1.4) implies the central

limit theorem for [Xj,j > l). Therefore, by the above remarks, (1.4) implies an

almost sure and an L2-invariance principle, (1.2) and (1.3), as well.

One of our main objectives in this paper is to obtain an estimate of the size of

the "little o" term in (1.2) in terms of the function u in (1.4).

Theorem 1.1. Let {xj,j > 1} be a sequence of independent, identically distributed

B-valued random variables, centered at expectations and with finite moments of order

2 + 5, where 8 > 0. Let {Ps, 0 < s < 1} be a set of uniformly bounded linear

operators Ps: B -» B satisfying (I A). We assume (without serious loss of generality)

that u(s) as given in (1.4) is continuous and strictly decreasing as s\,0. Write

(1.5) ux(s) = ue(s)   where e = 8/ (3 + 35).

Then the following three results are obtained:

(i) Let dim PSB < exp(l/s) and ux(s) satisfy

n «\ "M <- "'(') n ^ , ^ .^ i(1.6) - <-,       U < t < s < 1,
st

and ux(l) = 1. Then without changing its probability law we can redefine the sequence

{xj, j > 1} on a new probability space on which there exists a Brownian motion

{X(t), t > 0} with the same covariance structure (1.1) as xx such that with probability

1

2 Xj - X(t) «g(i,Ô)(iloglogf)1/2(1.7)

where

(1.8) g(t, 8) = (u(a/log t))e/2   and   a = 13/min(5, 1).

(ii) Let dim PSB < exp(l/s) and u(s) = sß, 0 < ß < oo. Then the conclusion of

(i) holds with (1.8) replaced by

(1.9) g(i,5) = (log0-/5e/2-

(iii) Let dim PSB < l/s and u(s) < sß, 0 < ß < 1. Then the conclusion of(i) holds

with (1.8) replaced by

(1.10) g(t,8) = rx

for some X > 0, depending on 8 and ß only. (Note that fit) < g(t) means the same as

fit) = 0(g(t)) as t - oo.)
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A result related to Theorem 1.1 is Theorem 2 of [13].

A few remarks may be useful in explaining Theorem 1.1. In (i) we show that

whenever we can find a u(s) satisfying (1.4) we can make some statement about the

"little o" term in (1.2) because (1.6) is satisfied by concave functions. Given any

u(s) such that limi^0 u(s) = 0 we can find a concave function wx(s) satisfying

ux(s) < wx(s), 0 < s < 1 and limf^0 wx(s) = 0. Therefore, we can use w, in (i) in

place of «, and obtain < (wx(a/log r))1/2 as in (1.8) as an improvement over (1.2).

Also note that g(t, 8) > (a/log if/2 in (1.8) because of (1.6). To get smaller

bounds we can use (ii) or (iii) when they apply. It would be desirable to get a single

expression incorporating all these results and which would be valid for all functions

u, but we have not been able to do this. Finally, note that the size of u(s) depends

on dim Ps. Thus u(s) can be much smaller in (iii) than in (ii). This will be clearer in

the examples which follow.

Our main application of Theorem 1.1 will be to the Banach space C(K, r) of

continuous complex-valued functions on the metric or pseudometric space (K, t).

Let NT(K, s) denote the minimal number of open balls of radius i in the r-metric or

pseudometric with centers in K that cover K. Then one can find bounded linear

operators Ps of dimension NT(K, s) (see Lemma 4.1) such that

(1.11) E\\S„ - P,SJ\ < E sup \Sn(v) - S„(v')\
t(v,v')<s; o,t)'e/T

Therefore, the term on the right side of (1.11) can be used to obtain u(s) in (1.4). In

general, it is not easy to obtain bounds for such expressions. However following, or

in some cases slightly modifying, the proofs of some recent results on the central

limit theorem in C(K, t) ([8], [14], [15], [16], [6]), we can obtain such bounds for

certain types of stochastic processes. In Theorem 4.2 this is done for four different

classes of processes.

To illustrate our results we will present here the one dealing with the empirical

characteristic process. It was S. Csörgö's [3] work on almost sure approximation

theorems for certain examples of the empirical characteristic process that provided

the motivation for this paper. In the following introduction to the empirical

characteristic process we follow [3]. Let A1 be a random variable with values in R^,

with distribution function F(z), z G RN and characteristic function

(1.12) c(v) = f eKz-v> dF(z) = Eei<x-V>.
•V

Consider also for v £ R^

(1.13) a2(ü) = 2(l -Rec(t;)) = 4r   sin2Uz,v}dF(z).

Let {Xk, k > 1} be a sequence of independent copies of X. The empirical

distribution function of X, based on a sample of size n, is

*■„(*)-T1 2  !{*,<;}•
j<n
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The Fourier transform of Fn equals

(1.14) c„(v) = nx 2 e»<V>

and is called the empirical characteristic function of X. The empirical characteristic

process is defined as

(1.15) Civ, t) - 2 (eKXj'0> - civ)),       vG[-x2,x2]N,t>0.
j<t

It is necessary to restrict attention to compact subsets of R^ (see [3] for details).

In view of (1.15) the question of weak convergence of n~x/2C(-, n) is the same as

that of the central limit theorem for e*-*» - c(v). If the sequence {n~l/2C(-, n),

n > 1} converges weakly on C([-¿, {-]*) the limit must be a Gaussian process G,

with continuous sample paths and with covariance

E{(eKX>v> - c(v))(e-'<x-v'> - c(-v'))} = c(v - v') - c(v)c(-v').

The spectral representation of this process is

G(V) = f  e«M»> d(b(F(z)) - b(l)c(v)),
JVLN

where b is standard Brownian motion. Therefore in order for n '^2C(-, n) to have a

weak limit in C([-¿, \]N) the stationary Gaussian process

/ e*">dbiFiz)),       vg[-x2,x2]N,

must have a version with continuous paths. By the Dudley-Fernique theorem this

happens if and only if

(1.16) jr°°(log N„([-l {-]", e))'7' de < oo

for a given in (1.13) (see [15, relations (3), (4) and (5)]). It was shown in [15], in the

case TV = 1, that whenever (1.16) holds ai"1/2C(-, n) does converge weakly to a

Gaussian limit. The result for N > 1 has the same proof as the result for N = 1. It

is given in Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.3 along with central limit theorems for many

related stochastic processes.

Consequently, if (1.16) holds then in view of (1.2) and (1.3)

(1.17) sup     \C(v, t) - H(v, t)\ = o((t loglog/)1/2)   a.s.

and o(tx/2) in L2, where {77(u, t), v G [-{-, 2]N, t > 0} is a Gaussian process with

mean zero and convariance function

(1.18) 7i(77(t;, /) H(v', t) ) = min(t, t')(c(v - v') - c(v)c(-v')).

In Theorem 1.2 which is an application of Theorem 1.1 we refine (1.17). Let

(1.19) R(x) = P(\X\ < x),

(1.20) ô(s) = 2(s2fl/sx(l - R(x)) dxy2,
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and

(1.21) Ms) = /o¿(í)(log Ng([-l \]N, e))'/2 de + ô(s).

Theorem 1.2. Let {Xj,j > I) be a sequence of independent identically distributed

random variables with values in RN and distribution function F. Employing the

notation given above, we can redefine the sequence {Xj,j> 1} without changing its

probability law, on a new probability space on which there exists a mean zero

Gaussian process {H(v, t), v G [-\, \]N, / > 0} with covariance function (1.18) such

that with probability 1

(1.22) sup      | Civ, t) - H(v, t)\ « wx/2(BNrUN)(t log log t)x/2.

Here w(s) is a concave majorant of\¡/x/4(BN exp(-(sN)~x)), BN is a constant depend-

ing on N only and \p is given in (1.21). If

(1.23) 1 - R(x) « 1/log x(log log x)2*,       g > 1,

then the error term in (1.22) is

(1.24) « (log log t)-(g-X)/*(t log log t)x/2.

U
(1-25) 1 - R(x) « (log x)~g,       g>l,

then the error term in (1.22) is

(1.26) « (log i)-(*-'>/8 (flog log t)x/2.

If
(1.27) I- R(x)<£xg,       g>0,

then the error term in (1.22) can be replaced by a term which is

(1.28) « tx/2~x

for some X > 0, depending only on g and N.

We add a few remarks concerning (1.22). Since (1.16) is necessary and sufficient

for the central limit theorem to hold for the sequence {e'<V>> — c(v); j > 1,

v G [-j, jf] we see from (1.21) and (1.22) that whenever the central limit theorem

does hold for this sequence we obtain an estimate for the "little o" term in (1.17).

In the rest of Theorem 1.2 using smooth upper bounds for 1 — R(x) we can obtain

cleaner results. To help interpret all this let us note that if 1 — R(x) is convex for x

sufficiently large then (1.16) holds if and only if

(1-29) f*1 -**'£**< oo
J2 jc(l0g X)1/2

(see Theorem 3.2, Chapter 4, of [10]). Thus the bounds in (1.23) and (1.25) are

about as large as they possibly can be. Actually, bounds can be found for all slowly

varying 1 - R(x) satisfying (1.29). The case considered in (1.27) and (1.28) with a

sharper estimate of the error term is due to S. Csörgö [3] for N = 1 ; for N > 1 it
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was obtained independently by him also with a sharper estimate of the error term.

Some other applications of Theorem 1.1 as well as the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be

given in §4. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in §3. §2 contains the preliminaries.

Some further applications of these results are mentioned in §5.

2. Preliminaries. For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need several theorems which

we will quote for the reader's convenience. Recall that the Prohorov distance

ir(p, v) of two probability measures p and cona separable metric space (S, a) is

defined as

tr(p, v) = inf{e > 0: p(A) < v(Ae) + e for all closed subsets .4 of S}.

Here Ae = {x G S: o(x,A)<e}. The following result is a special case of

Dehling's [4] recent generalization of a theorem of Yurinskii [20].

Theorem 2.1. Let {£,, j > 1} be a sequence of independent, identically distributed

random variables in a d-dimensional Banach space B, centered at expectations and

with finite (2 + y) moments where 0 < y < 1. Let S„ = 2,^ ^-, let p„ denote the

distribution of n~x^2S„ and let p be the mean zero Gaussian measure with covariance

function E{fiÍx)g(Íx)},f, g G B*. Then

tr(pn,p)<Cd4/'n-y/9

where C only depends on E\¿Jf+y.

To avoid misunderstandings a few remarks might be in order. Yurinskii's [20]

Theorem 1 deals with independent random variables assuming values in a finite-

dimensional inner product space (i.e. a space where the distance is given by an

inner product) and having finite third moments. Dehling's [4] Theorem 1 partially

generalizes Yurinskii's theorem to weakly stationary absolutely regular sequences

of finite-dimensional random variables having uniformly bounded moments of

order 2 + y. Theorem 2.1 follows at once from Dehling's [4] Proposition 5.1 and

Lemma 5.1. Except for the exponents 4/3 and -y/9 it is also contained in his

Theorem la.

We also need the following result which is given in a more general setting as

Theorem 3 in [17].

Theorem 2.2. Let {Bk, mk, k > 1} be a sequence of complete separable metric

spaces. Let [Zk,k > I] be a sequence of independent random variables with values in

Bk. Denote the distribution of Zk by Fk and let {Gk, k > 1} be a sequence of

distributions on Bk such that the Prohorov distance tr(Fk, Gk) < pk, pk > 0. Then

without changing its distribution we can redefine the sequence {Zk, k > 1} on a richer

probability space on which there exists a sequence {Yk, k > 1} of independent

random variables Yk with distribution Gk such that for all k > 1

P{mk(Zk, Yk) > 2Pk] < 2pk.

The following theorem is due to Kuelbs [12, Lemma 2.1].
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Theorem 2.3. Let {§, j > 1} be a sequence of independent B-valued random

variables, centered at expectations and satisfying ||^|| < cb„ (1 < j < ri) where c and

bn are constants. Let Tn = 27<„ £,. Then for any p with pc < 1,

P{\\TH\\ > 2pbn) < exp(-p2 +\p2(l +\pc)b-22EUj\\2 + 12pb-1E\\Tn\\).
t J<n I

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1.

3.1. Case (i). By (1.6) and the fact that u,(l) = 1 we have

(3.1) ux(s) > s.

Consider the function (sux(s))~x. This function is continuous and strictly decreasing

for 0 < s < 1. We define the strictly decreasing sequence [sk], lim^^^ sk = 0 as

the unique solution of the equation

(3.2) k = a(skux(sk))~l.

Note that

(3.3) ux(sk) > (a/k)l/2

since by (3.1) ux(sk) > sk = a/(kux(sk)). We also define

(3.4) tk = exp(a/sk)

and

(3.5) nKy = q - q_x,      0<y<l.

For simplicity we denote nkl = nk.

There are a number of estimates needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 which we

give in the next lemma.

Lemma 3.1. We have

(3.6) ux(sk)/ (2a) < skx - sklx < ux(sk)/a,

(3.7) qux(sk) « nk,y « qux(sk),       0 < y < 1,

(3.8) 2   n^uy2^)«^^),
k<m

(3.9) nkX « tk°~T)/2 « exp(-Ä:'/4),       0 < a < t,

(3.10) 2 '*/2_A«tm/2~x/2,     0<X<\.
k<.m

Proof. We begin with (3.6). By (3.2)

1 1 1

«      i*«lfat)      s*-i"i(**-i)

(3.11) _ (J*-i ~ sk)ui(sk-¡) - h(ui(sk) - »ifa-i))

V*-i"i(^-i)"i(í*)

< W - tfliXínife))-1 + («ii**-,))"1) < 2(skx - skx_x)/ux(sk)
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which gives the left side of (3.6). Note that we have used

(3-12) («iCsjfc-i) - "i(j*))/«i(j*) < i*k-\ - sk)/sk

which is an immediate consequence of (1.6). For the right side of (3.6) we simply

observe that by the first two lines of (3.11)

h-i - *k— > = (V - sklx)/ux(sk).
a skSk-l"l(h)ul(Sk-\)

By (3.6) we see that for k sufficiently large skx - skx_x is small; thus by (3.4) and

(3.5)

«*,y = 'k - tk-\ ~ #«(**' - h-\)

and (3.7) follows from (3.6).

We proceed to obtain (3.8). By (3.5) and (3.7) we have

(3.13) 2   tk?ux(sk)«tm=  2   <« 2   tlux(sk).
k<m k<m k<m

Since by (3.2)

(k + I)/a = (sk + xux(sk+x))~1 > (skux(sk))'y-sk/sk + x > (k/a)(sk/sk + x),

we obtain

(3.14) sk/sk+x < 1 + l/k.

Hence by (3.12) and (3.3)

"ifat) - "i(J*+i) < u\(sk) k „ < u\(sk)/k < u\(sk)/a.

By summation by parts and (3.13) we thus obtain

2   tx¿2u2x(sk) = ( 2   tx¿\(sk))ux(sm)
<m V k<,m '

2 ( 2  tJ/tuxisÀuxisJ - ux(sk+x))
<m \f<,k I

k<m \ k<m

+

«tm/2»>(sm)+  2   tl/2uKsk)«tlm/2ux(sm)
k<m

since ux(sk) —> 0. Inequality (3.8) follows now from (3.7) in the case y = 1.

Next we note that by (3.2) and (3.3)

(ak)x/2 < a/sk < k

so that

(3.15) e(ak)U1 <tk< ek.

Hence by (3.7) and (3.3) we get (3.9). For (3.10) we simply note that

2   tlm/2-X < mtxJ2^ « txJ2-^2,       0<X<X2.
k<m

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
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Lemma 3.2. As k -^ oo,

2     (*y-V,)
tk-\<J«k

<Zu(sk)3e/2(nkloglogtky/2   a.s.

Proof. We write

E\\Xj - Psxj\\2 = E{\\Xj - P^/^Wxj - 7>y.|r*>A'+s>}.

Then by Holder's inequality with/j = (1 + 5)/5 and q = 1 + 5 we get

E\\Xj - PsXj\\2 < (E\\Xj - ^||)8/(1+8)(^ll^ - P^.||2-)1/(I+6).

Let M = 1 + sup0<í<1||Pt||. We always can normalize so that

(3.16)

Thus by (1.4) and (1.5)

(3.17)

Put

M-7i||x,||2+Ä < 1.

£11*, - 7>,||2 < u(s)3\

zj = 2j(s) = Xj - PsXj.

Before we apply Theorem 2.3 we have to truncate the z,'s and to center the

truncated random variables. We put

z/ = z,i{||*,|i<y>/<2+«>}.

Then by (3.17)

(3.18) £||z;||2 <£||z,||2 < u(sf\

Since Ezj = 0 we have by (3.16)

\\Ez'j\\ = \\E{zjl{\\xj\\>jx^^}}\\

< ME\\Xj\\2+sj-(x + s^2 + s\

Thus by (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9)

2      \\Ez'j\\ « ^/<2+i> - txkL!(2+8) « tyv+s>u(sk)3e/2
tk-l<J<lk

« nk/2-Msk?e/2

for some A > 0. Similarly, since z, - zj = z,l{||x,|| >y'1/<2+6)},

2      zj-z]   <      2      E\\zj - z;.\\« nx/2^(sk)^2.
tk-\<J<tk tk-\<J<tk

Thus by (1.4)

2   t
tk_l<j<tk

« nVHs^2.
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We   choose   bk = 4nl/2u(sk)3e/2,   c = ck = (M/2)t^+4S\i(sky3e/2   and   p =

4(log log tk)x/2 in Theorem 2.3 and obtain for sufficiently large k

2        *y'fak)

<7>

> 9p«>/2M(5,)3£/2

2      *,'(*) - Ez'j(sk)
ik-,<J<tk

> Wk/2uWt/2

< exp(-P2 + \p\l + o(l))/l6 + p ■ oil)) « exp(-ip2) « k

by (3.3), (3.7), (3.9) and (3.15). Hence by the Borel Cantelli lemma

-2

tk-\<j«j

It remains to show that

<<Kloglog01/2"K)3e/2   a.s.

2   P{zj =£ ¿j for some/ with tk_x <y < /} < oo.
k>\

Then an application of the Borel Cantelli lemma and the last inequality will give

2

the conclusion of the lemma. We have

«(n,loglogi,)1/2«(^)3£/2   a.s.,

2    p{z'j*zj)<    2    p{||*,||>/,/(2+5)}
'k-><j<tk tk-,<j<tk

=      2       P{\\xxtS >j).
tk-l<J<tk

2 + ÍWe sum these last terms over k > 1 and obtain a convergent series since E\\xx

< oo. This concludes the proof of the lemma.

By the remark following (1.4) the sequence {x,,j > 1} satisfies the central limit

theorem. Hence there exists a Gaussian measure p with the same covariance as xx.

Let {X(t), t > 0} be a ß-valued Brownian motion with L(X(l)) = p.

Lemma 3.3. As k -» oo

ll*(fc) - *(/*_,) - PSk(X(tk) - X(tk_x))\\ « u(skt/2(nk log log tk)x/2   a.s.

Proof. As we noted above {x,,y > 1} satisfies the central limit theorem. Hence

the measures induced on B by n~x^2(Sn — PsSn) converge weakly to A^l) — PsX(l).

Since {x G B: \\x — Psx\\ > r) is an open set in B we have by (1.4) and a standard

theorem on the weak convergence of probability measures that

P{\\X(l)-PsX(l)\\>3u(s)}

< lim inf P{n-,/2||Sn - P,SH\\ > 3u(s)} < j.

Since A'(l) — PsX(l) is a bounded Banach space valued Gaussian random variable

we obtain from the Fernique, Landau-Shepp lemma

P{||*(1) - ^(1)11 > pu(s)} < exp(-82/a2)   for some a < oo and all p > 1.
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By the nature of Brownian motion this inequality is equivalent to

P{\\X(n) - P,X(n)\\ > pn^Ms)} < exp(-p2/«2).

We put p = 4a(log log tk)x/2, s = sk and n = nk and using the fact that L(X(nk)) =

L(X(tk) — X(tk_x)) and (3.15) we obtain the result via the Borel Cantelli lemma.

Lemma 3.4. As k —> oo

sup
tk_,<t<tk

2   xj
tk-i<j<t

«u(sky/2(tk\og\ogtk)x/2   O.S.

Proof. Again we truncate the random variables Xj aty'1/(2+a). Set

x; = xji{\\xj\\<jx<-v+%     XJ' = XJ-X¡,

and

sn = 2 xj.
J<n

Since is ||x,||2+Ä < oo we have by stationarity

2  P(x¡ * 0) = 2  P{\\xj\\ >y'/<2+Ä>) < oo
y>i j>\

and thus by the Borel Cantelli lemma

(3.19) 2||*/ll<00    a-s-

Now by (3.7) there exists a constant C such that

max     7>(||S; - SfJ > Cu(skf\tk log log i,)1/2}

< max     ^{(„-^.r^ii^.^ii

(3.20) <*-.<"«*
>4inklog\ogik/(n-tk_x))x/2}

< max     P{(/»-^_,r,/2l5l,'-^J|>4(loglogîjt),/2}.
* k — 1 ̂ -n ^ 'k

In view of (3.19) {xj,j > 1} satisfies the central limit theorem since {*,, / > 1}

does. Thus the last term in (3.20) goes to zero as k —> oo. We refer the reader to

Lemma 3.21 of [2], p. 45. This lemma is proved for real-valued random variables;

however, the extension to 7?-valued random variables is immediate. Hence we

obtain for some constant D

P{    max    ¡S/ - S,[ J| > 32u(skY/2(Dtk log log tk)x/2\
[ tk-,<t<tk" k '" J

(3-21) «p{\\s;t - s;kj > i6u(sky/2(Dtkiogiogtk)l/2}

«P[\\S;k-S;kJ> I6(nk log log tk)l/2}

by (3.7). Since E\\Px(S,k - S,k_)\\ « nxk/2 we obtain by (1.4) with 5=1,

¿H^-^JI«,^2.
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Now

E\¡stk - v, - (s¡k - si

<    2    e\\x;\\=    2    MlNlKlWI>;1/(2+S))}

<      2       £||x1||2+ay-(1+í>/<2+6)«^A2+A).

¡k-t<J<'k

Henee

E\\s;t-s;tj«nxk/2.

We now can find an upper bound for the last term in (3.21) using Theorem 2.3 with

bk = 2nxk'2, c = ck = rtA-s/(8+45) and p = 4(log log tk)x/2. By (3.3), (3.7) and (3.15) it

follows that pc —> 0. Thus we obtain for the probability in (3.21) the bound « k'2

using (3.15) once more. The lemma follows now from the Borel Cantelli lemma and

(3.19).

Lemma 3.5. As k -> oo,

Wh, i~.w„ \Wsup     \\X(t) - X(tk)\\ « u(sky<\tk log log tk)l/i   a.s.
tk-i<t<tk

Proof. Since X(t) is a Brownian motion

sup     ||*(f) - *(/,)|| <     sup     \\X(j) - Xi[tk_x] + 1)||
'*-!<'<'* tk_,<j<tk

(3.22)
+ 2 sup  ||*(,)||,

0</<l

where y is an integer and [ • ] denotes integral part. The first term in (3.22) is

estimated exactly as in Lemma 3.4 (or by applying Lemma 3.4 to the increments

X(j) - X(j - 1)) and the second term in (3.22) is just a finite random variable.

We have already estimated various quantities involving the limiting Brownian

motion. Now we must construct a probability space on which the sequence {x,,

y > 1} and the Brownian motion {X(t), t > 0} are defined in order to give a

meaning to (1.7). Consider

(3-23) Zk = nlx'2     2      Psxj
tk-\<J<'k

and denote by dk the dimension of PSk. In (i) dk < exp(l/sk). Let Fk denote the

distribution of Zk and let Gk denote the distribution of a mean zero Gaussian

vector of dimension dk and with the same covariance matrix as Zk. From Theorem

2.1, (3.4) (1.8) and (3.9)

(3.24) pk = wiFk, Gk) « nk^9 exp(A/3sk) « t?* « exp(-kx'*)

for some A, > 0. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2 there exists without loss of generality,

a sequence of independent random vectors Yk with distribution Gk such that

P{\\Zk - Yk\\ > 2pk) < 2pk. Hence by (3.5), (3.24) and the Borel Cantelli lemma

(3.25) \\nxk/2Zk-(tk-tk_x)x'2Yk\\«tx'2-^    a.s.
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We now construct the desired Brownian motion. We first observe that for any

73-valued Brownian motion {X(t), t > 0} with covariance function given by (1.1)

the sequences of dk -dimensional random vectors

{(tk- tk.xyl/2PSk(X(tk)- X(tk_x)),k> 1}    and    (Yk,k>\)

have the same law since Yk has Gaussian distribution Gk with the same covariance

matrix as Zk and thus as Psxx, by (3.23) and stationarity. For any integers /, m, n

let F = F(l, m) denote the joint distribution of {*,, 1 < y < /} and { Yk, 1 < k <

m) and let G = G(m, n) be the joint distribution of

{('* - tk_xTinP¿Xitk) - *(**_,)), 1 < k < m)    and    [X(r¿, !</<»}

where r, are nonnegative numbers. Then by the above remarks the second marginal

of F equals the first marginal of G. Hence by Lemma Al of [1, p. 53], there is a

probability space and three random elements £,, 1 < / < 3, such that £, has the

same distribution as {x,, 1 < y < /}, £2 bas the same distribution as {Yk, 1 < k <

m) or as {(tk - tk-Xyx/2PSk(X(tk) - X(tk_x)), 1 < k < m) and f, has the same

distribution as {X(r¡), 1 </'<«}. As /, m, n and (r„ 1 < /' < n) vary this defines a

consistent system 77 of distributions 77(/, m, n). Hence by Kolmogorov's theorem

there exists a probability space on which we can redefine the sequences {x,,y > 1}

and {Yk, k > 1} without changing their joint law and on which there exists a

Brownian motion {X(t), t > 0} with mean zero and covariance function given by

(1.1) such that

(3.26) (tk - tk_xyx/2PSk(X(tk) - X(tk_x)) =Yk,       k> 1.

We now show that {X(t), t > 0} has the desired properties. Let / > 0 be given

and define mbyim_, < t < tm. Then

sup
-\«<t„

2 xj
j<t

X(t)

(3.27)

<      sup

+   2
\<k<m

+   2
1 <k<m

2
tm-i<j<t

+      sup     ||*(f) - X(t„
tm-\<t<tm

2    psxj - pSk(x(tk) - x(tk_x))
ik~¡<j<ik

2     (xj-PSkXj)
tk-\<J<tk

+   2   \\x(tk) - xitk_x) - p^ixitk) - xit^m,
\<k<m

where we take t0 = 0. We shall consider these terms one by one. Call them I, II, III,

IV and V. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5

(3.28) I + II««(Oe/2(imloglog01/2   a.s.

By (3.23), (3.25), (3.26), (3.5) and (3.10)

(3.29) III« 2   <*1/2"X' < <y-2rA,/2   a.s.
k<m
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By Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 and (3.8)

(3.30)       IV + V«2   u(sk)3c/2(nkloglogtk)x/2«t^xu(sm_xy   a.s.
k<m

It follows from (3.5) and (3.7) that tm < 2tm_x. Also from (1.6) and (3.14) that

u(sm~\) < 2«(jm). Thus we can extrapolate between tm_, and tm andsm_x andsm to

get

(3.31) 2 xj - X(t)
j<t

« («(a/log t))t/2(t log log t)x/2   a.s.

Here we used (3.4). It is easy to see that the dominant term in (3.31) is contributed

by (3.28). Note also that (1.6) implies that

(3.32) w£(a/log t) > a/log /

so that the bound in (3.29) is smaller than the bound in (3.28). The bound in (3.32)

also justifies the argument following (3.16). This completes the proof of Case (i).

3.2. Case (ii). Here it is enough to simply choose ux(sk) = s/3. We define sk and tk

as in (3.2) and (3.4) respectively. However, all the calculations are much simpler

now because we get specific values for all quantities in terms of k. In particular

(3.33) sk = (a/k)x/0 + ß).

We define nk as in (3.5) and given (3.33) it is simple to obtain

(3-34) nk~a'tkk-^x + ̂  = a"tkux(sk)

for positive constants a', a" depending on a and ß. This gives us (3.7) for nk = nkx.

The critical inequality (3.8) now is an easy consequence of (3.7) using integration

by parts, i.e.

2 «¿/2k,(a)3/2« 2 '¿/2«2(**)«2 ^p{\akl/(l+ß))k~2ß/(X+ß)
k<m k<m k<m

« exp(\amx^x^x)m ^<1+^> « txJ\(sm).

Analogues of (3.9) and (3.10) follow immediately.

Now that we have the basic inequalities of Lemma 3.1 everything goes through

as in Case (i) with the sole exception that we must take p = 4((1 + ß) log log tk)x/2

in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. We finally get (3.31) with u(s) = sß. This completes the

proof in Case (ii).

3.3. Case (iii). We define sk = k~x/ß and tk = ska = ka/ß. It is completely

elementary to obtain

(3.35) nk ~ Cxtkkx = C2tku(sk)

for some constants C, and C2. Also

2   nkux(skf2«  2   tl/2u}(sk)«  2   fc"/(2/,)-2
(3.36) k<m k<.m k<m

<<ma/(2/3,-.<</y2Mi(iJ
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In place of inequality (3.9) we do the estimate of the Prohorov distance in (3.24)

directly and get

n(Fk, Gk) « V/9 • V/3 « A:"3 = tk\       X2 > 0,

ifa> (36/3+ 12)/5.
As in Case (ii) we must redefine p in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. We choose p =

C3(log tk)x/1 = C4(log k)x/2 where C3 and C4 are positive constants depending on a

and ß. It is easy to see that pc < 1. The term p = C4(log k)x/2 can be absorbed into

the tkx term since u(sk) = k~x and thus, by (3.35) nk is of the right order. The same

is true for the terms in (3.36).

4. Processes on C(K, r). Let (K, r) be a compact metric or pseudometric space

and, as usual, let C(K) = C(K, r) be the Banach space of continuous complex-val-

ued functions in the supremum norm || ■ H^. By treating real and imaginary parts

as pairs we still can apply Theorem 1.1. We begin by relating the expression in (1.4)

to a uniform Lipschitz norm on C(K). For e > 0 let N = Nr(s) denote the smallest

number of open balls of radius s in the r-metric or pseudometric, with centers in K,

that covers K. Pick one such covering {(/,, /' = 1, . . ., A7} and let v¡ denote the

center of U¡. It is well known that there exists a partition of unity subordinated to

{i/,-}. That is, there exists a family of real valued functions {<¡>¡, i = 1, . . . , A/}

defined on K such that 0 < <#>, < 1, Sf=1 4>¡(y) = 1 for all y G K and the support

of each <b¡ is contained in U¡. Following [4, §9] define, for x G C(K),

N

psx = 2 *(»,)<*>,-
i=i

Clearly \\PS\\ = 1 so Ps is a bounded linear projection on C(K). The following

lemma is taken from [4, §11].

Lemma 4.1. Let Z be a C(K, r)-valued random variable and T(s) an integer-valued

function. T(s) f oo as 5 J, 0. Suppose

(4.1) sup     \Z(v) - Z(v')\
T(t),t)')<J

w'ei:

= *(J).

Then there exists a projection Ps: C(K) -» C(A") such that dim Ps = T(s) and such

that

(4.2) E\\Z - P,Z\\ < ^(N;\T(s)))

where N~x is the inverse function of Nr.

Proof. We have

(x - Psx)(v) = 2  (x(v) - xivMiv)-
;-l

If v G K, then <b¡(v) = 0 unless r(v, v¡) < s. Therefore

\\x-P,x\\<     sup     \x(v) - x(v%
t(v,v')<s

v.v'GK
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This together with (4.1) gives E\\Z - PSZ\\ < ^(s), where dim Ps = NT(s). The

inequality in (4.2) now results from a simple change of variables.

We shall now consider several processes for which we can obtain estimates of the

function u(s) in Theorem 1.1 and (1.4) via Lemma 4.1. Let {ak, k > 1} E I2 be

complex numbers, {ek, k > 1} a Rademacher sequence (i.e. a sequence of indepen-

dent random variables with P(ek = 1) = P(ek = -1) = j) and {^k, k > 1} a se-

quence of complex-valued random variables such that

(4.3) sup £1/2|^|2 < Q.
k

The random variables ik need not be independent, but the sequences {ik, k > 1}

and {ek, k > 1} are assumed to be independent of each other.

(1) Random Fourier series on a locally compact abelian group G. Let T denote the

character group of G and let K be a compact symmetric neighborhood of the

identity of G. We will assume that T is countable and hence that K is metrizable.

Let {yk, k > 1} be some ordering of the elements of T and let t be a metric on K.

We consider the C(K, T)-valued random variables

(4.4) xx(v) =  2   aktkikyk(v),       v G K,
k>\

and define a translation invariant pseudometric on G

(4.5) Ox(v,v') = Í2   \ak\2\yk(v-v')-l\2\/2.

Note that if v,v' G K the domain of a, is AT © K.

(2) Uniformly Lipschitz continuous stochastic processes. Let (K, t) be a compact

metric space and let {x2(v), v G K) be a complex-valued stochastic process on the

probability space (ñ, F, P) such that Ex2(v) = constant and such that 7s|x(ü0)|2 <

oo for some v0 G K. Let o2(v, v') be a translation invariant pseudometric on K,

continuous with respect to t such that for all v, v' G K,

(4.6) \x2(v) - x2(v')\ < Mo2(v, v'),

where M is a random variable on (Q, F, P) satisfying EM2 < oo.

The next two examples are complex-valued stochastic processes on R^. We

continue to use the notation C(K, t), but now K = [-|, ^]N and t is the ordinary

Euclidean metric. Let {Xk, k > 1} be a sequence of random variables with values in

RN.

(3) Symmetrized empirical characteristic processes. Assume that the sequence

{4, Xk, k > 1} is independent of {ek, k > 1}. The sequences {£k, k > 1} and {A^,

k > 1} need not be sequences of independent random variables nor do the

sequences have to be independent of each other. Define

(4.7) x3(v) =  2   ake^k ex<^\       v G K.
k>\

Let

(4.8) 4>k(v) = 2(£|^|2 sin2|<A„ ü>)'/2,        c6[-l,lf,
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and define the translation-invariant metric or pseudometric

(4.9) o3(tM>') = (2   \ak\Vk(v-v')\/2.

(4) Empirical characteristic process. We now assume that {(£k, Xk), k > 1} is a

sequence of independent random variables ({i-k, k > 1} and {Xk, k > I] need not

be independent of each other). Let

(4.10) ck(v) = Efc1^,       v G K.

We define

(4.11) x¿v) =  2   afae^ - ck(v)),       v G K,
k>\

and a4 the same way as a3 given in (4.9).

Let [Xy,j > 1} be a sequence of independent copies of x„ /'</'< 4, and define

(4.12) 5,„ = 2 x,j.
j<n

Furthermore, for all these processes we assume

(4.13) /""(tog AU*. e))1/2 de<x,       1 < i < 4.
■'0

Theorem 4.2. Let x¡, 1 < / < 4, be the stochastic processes defined above. Assume

that (4.13) holds and let Sin be as defined in (4.12). Then for 1 < i < 4,

sup«-'/27í{    sup     |SU»)-SUt/)|)

(4-14) / /• x
< C( jT°'(*>(log 2V;(A-, e))1/2 <fe + â,.(i)) = *(4

w/iere C w a finite positive constant and

(4.15)        â1(,) = 7i'/2f   sup    2 N2|4|2|y*(» - V) - \\%\,
y. T(t),t>')<i k>\ )

(4.16) â2(i) =     sup     o2(v,v'),
t(v,v')<,s

and, for i = 3, 4,

(4.17) â,(,) = 27i1/2(    sup      2   K|2|4|2sin2<\,t;-t/>].
I t(v,v')<s   k>\ J

Furthermore,   limJ_>0 a,-(i) = 0,   1 < / < 4,   and  this   together   with   (4.14)  gives

lim^o^) = 0, 1 </<4.

Proof. The proof for / = 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.4, Chapter 3, of

[16] as explained in the proof of Theorem 1.1, Chapter 4, of [16].

The proof for ;' = 3 is the same as that for i = 1 except that the expectation (see

(1.23), Chapter 3, of [16]) must also be taken with respect to {A¿}. We will outline

the beginning of the proof. Let { e^} be defined on the probability space (fi2, E2, P^

and {4, Xk) on (S2,, Fx, Px) and let E2 and Ex be the corresponding expectation
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operators. Let (2, F, P) denote the product probability space (ß, X fl2, Fx X F2,

Px X P2) and denote the expectation operator on this space by E. It is obvious that

o3(v-v') = n-x/2Ex/2\S3n(v)-S,„(v')\2.

Consider, for fixed co, G £2,

n-x/%n(v, co,) =  2   akn~x'2 £  «^(co,)*«**"*'»
k>\ j<n

and

o3n(v - v', co,) = nx'2Ex2'2 \S3n(v, co,) - S3n(v', co,)|2

= 2Í 2   K|2|4(".)|2 sin2K\(co,), t; - v'})^.

Note that o3n = a3x for all n. Let

ô3(î, co,) =    sup     o3n(v - v', co,)   and   ô3(s) = E¡/2(o3(s, co,)) .
t(v,v')<s

Following the proof of Theorem 1.4, Chapter 3, of [16] we have

E2     SUP     \S3n(v, co,) - S3n(v', co,)|

< E2 sup \S3n(v, co,) - S3n(v', «,)|.

a3,(u-i;',<j,)<Ô3„(i,u,)

Note that S3n(v, co,) is a subgaussian process. Therefore we can continue the proof

with the third inequality in (1.21), Chapter 3, of [16], with the minor exception that

g(a) in that paper is now defined as Ex/2(ô3(a, co,))2 instead of Exô3(a, co,).

The case / = 4 follows immediately from the case /' = 3 since by (10) of [15]

E     sup      \S4n(v) - S4n(v')\ < 2E     sup     |S3n(o) - S3n(v')\.
t(u,d')<j t'v,v')<s

Lastly we consider the case /' = 2. The proof here is much easier than in the

other cases. It follows from Theorem 3.1, Chapter 2, of [16], which is a generaliza-

tion of a familiar theorem of Dudley. The idea, in the symmetric case, is to

consider

S„iv, co,) = 2  ekxv(v, co,)/ 2  A7/(co,)
j<n j<n

as a subgaussian process. This satisfies

Ex2'2 \S„iv, co,) - Sn(v', co,)|2 < a2(t;, v').

Also we have

E2     sup     \S„(v, co,) - Sn(v', co,)|

(4.18) T(V,V-)<S

< E        sup        \Sn(v, co,) - S„(v', co,)|.

<T2(t),D')<Ô2(i)
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The desired result, (4.14), now follows by applying Theorem 3.1, Chapter 2, of [16],

to (4.18) and then applying the expectation operator Ex. To desymmetrize we use

Lemma 2 of [15].

Finally the fact that linL._^0 a¡(s) = 0 follows from the dominated convergence

theorem for / = 1, 3, 4 and by hypothesis in the case /' = 2.   □

Remark 4.3. It is easy to see that sup„6A: £|x,(t;)|2 < oo, 1 < /' < 4. This imples

that for any vx, . . . , vm G K the vector (x,(t>,), . . ., x,(um)) satisfies the central

limit theorem on Rm, 1 < i < 4. This together with Theorem 4.2 shows that the

processes x,, 1 < i < 4, satisfy the central limit theorem on C(K, t) for the

appropriate space (K, t). For the processes in (1) this result was obtained in [14]

and extended in [16], (see Theorem 1.1, Chapter 4, of [16]) and for the processes in

(2) it was obtained in [8]. For certain processes in (3) and (4) it was obtained in [15]

and, in general, as we saw above, the central limit theorem for the processes in (3)

and (4) is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.4, Chapter 3, of [16]. It is

interesting to note that in the cases / = 1, 3, 4, the limiting Gaussian measure exists

only if certain stationary Gaussian processes exist and these exist if and only if

(4.13) holds. Thus, for the processes of examples (1), (3) and (4) condition (4.13) is

necessary and sufficient for the central limit theorem.

Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 enable us to apply Theorem 1.1 to the four classes

of stochastic processes considered here. In the remainder of this section we will

introduce various simplifying assumptions that enable us to make more explicit

computations and we will give a proof of Theorem 1.2.

In all that follows in this section we will restrict our attention to the case

K = [-j, ¿]N with metric r(v, v') = \v - v'\. We will obtain an upper bound for

the integral in (4.12) when a, is translation invariant. Of course, for the processes in

(1), (3) and (4) a, is translation invariant and for the processes in (2) this is an extra

hypothesis.

Now let o(v, v') be a translation invariant metric on K. For notational con-

venience we write o(v, v') = o(0, v — v') = o(v — v'). We define

(4.19) ma(y)=X{zG[-l,l]N:o(z)<y)

where A is Lebesgue measure.

Lemma 4.4. Let K = [-\, \]N and let o be a translation invariant metric on K.

Write

(4.20) ô(s) = sup o(u).
\u\<s

Then for 0 < s < \ we have

(4.21) f5<*>(Iog Na(K, e))l/2 de < c\â(s)(log l/s)1'2 + f Ô(u) du
Jo [ Jo   M(log 1/w) /2

where C is a constant depending on the dimension N.

Proof. By (1.2) and (1.9), Chapter 2, of [16] we have

Na(K,e)<4N/ma(\e).
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Therefore,

(4.22) p>(log Na(K, e))1/2 <k < 4 ('(log      f      )     dS(t>).
•/o ■'o \      ™a(°(v)) )

By (4.19) and (4.20) ma(o(v)) > X{u G [-1, if: |u| < v) = BNvN for 0 < o < {-,

where BN is a constant depending on N. Using this in (4.22) we obtain (4.21).

Remark 4.5. In order to use this lemma on the four types of processes considered

we need to check that sup|ui<í o¡(u) = a¡(s). For i = 4 this follows from (4.8), (4.9)

and (4.17). The case / = 3 is identical, the case /' = 2 is trivial and the case / = 1 is

equally simple.

Lemma 4.6. Let K = [-\, \]N. Consider the processes x3 and x4 with the further

assumption that the sequences {¿¿} and {Xk} are independent of each other. Let

(4.23) Rk(x) = P(\Xk\ < x).

Then for i = 3 and 4,

à,(s) < q[ 2   \ak\2Gk(s))m,
\k>\ I

where Q is given in (4.3) and

(4.24) Gk(s) = 2*2 r1Ax(l - Rk(x)) dx.
Jo

Proof. By (4.17) for i = 3,4,

ô2(s) = AE sup  2   k|2|&|2 sin2 \{Xk, u)
\u\<s k>\

(4-25) <£2 I«A|2(NVai)<ô2 |^|2£(|A,|VAi).
k>1 k>i

But by a simple integration by parts

7-(|A,|V A 1) = s2f]/Sx2dRk(x) - (1 - Rk(l/s)) = Gk(x).
•'o

Corollary 4.7. In particular, if in the case i = 3 the random vectors Xk are

constants

(4.26) *3(0) = xx(v) = 2   a^e«^,       v G K,
k>\

is a random Fourier series and we have

(4.27) â3(s) = axis) < Q\\2s2^/Sv(l - T(v)) dv)^

where

(4-28) T(v)=   2    Kl2-
\K\<v
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Proof. This can be obtained directly from Lemma 4.6, but easier still from the

last line of (4.25) since

2 k|2(NVAi) = *2 2   kl2M2+  2   -,a
A:>1 l\tl-s<l l\tl*>l

„2

*

S' (l/sv2dT(v) - (1 - 7X1/*)) = 2s2 C/Sv(l - T(v)) dv.
Jo Jo

Proof of Theorem 1.2. We apply the above results to the random variable

y(v) = exp(i(X, u» - c(v), v G K, where X is a random variable with values in

R* and c(v) is its characteristic function. This is a special case of the processes

given in (4). Since y is a bounded random variable we will take e =\ in (1.5).

Recall that (K, r) is [-j, {-]** with the Euclidean metric. Thus we have NT(s) >

(BN/s)N for some constant 73^, depending only upon N. Therefore Nfx(s) <

BNs~x/N. In Theorem l.l(i) dim Ps = exp(l/s). Therefore by Lemma 4.1 and

Theorem 4.2 with i = 4 we obtain for all « > 1,

(4.29) nx'2E \\Sn - PsSn\\ < ^4(73^ exp(-l/ (Ns))).

Let w be a concave majorant of \¡>X¿A such that lirn^o w(s) = 0. Such a function w

exists since by Theorem 4.2 lim^o ip4(s) = 0. Then by (1.7) and (1.8) and since

e = \ is an admissible choice we obtain (1.22). (The functions ip in (1.21) and i/<4 in

(4.14) are the same.)

To prove the remainder of Theorem 1.2 we first observe that by (4) the metric

associated with the process y, as defined above, is translation invariant and given

by

a4(v) = a4(0, v) = 2(E sin2|<X, w>)1/2

and that by Lemma 4.6

o4(s) = (2s2fl/Sx(l - R(x)) dx\/2

where R(x) = P(\X\ < x). Hence (1.23) implies

a4(s) « (log 1 A)-1/2(log log ±y,       s^O,

and thus by (4.14) and (4.21)

(4.30) ^4(*)«(logloglA)-g+1.

Similarly ( 1.25) implies

(4.31) ^4(i)«(logl/i)-(8-1)/2

and (1.27) implies

(4.32) t4(s) « s*/2(log l/i)1/2.

Hence if (1.23) holds, (1.24) follows directly from (1.8), (4.29) and (4.30). In the
same way (1.25) implies (1.26). Finally, if (1.27) holds we have dim P(s) = l/s and

by Lemma 4.1,

(4-33) n-x/2E\\Sn-PsS„\\<UBNSl/N)-

(1.28) follows now from (1.10) and (4.33).
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Remark 4.8. From the proof of Theorem 1.2 it is clear that it also holds for the

sequence {e, exp(/<A}, v)),j > l, v G [-{-, {-]"} where Xj are independent, identi-

cally distributed copies of the R^-valued random variable X. This is because the

functions 7? and a are the same for this process. In this case the approximating

Gaussian process is {77,(t>, /), v G [-\, \]N, t > 0} with mean zero and covariance

function

£{77,(t;, t) Hx(v', t') } = min(i, t')c(v - v').

Similarly, Theorem 1.2 remains valid for the partial sum process of independent

copies of the process considered in (4.26) if R(x) in Theorem 1.2 is replaced by

T(x) given in (4.28). In this case the approximating Gaussian process is {H2(v, t),

v G [-3, \]N,t > 0} with mean zero and covariance function

E{H2(v, t)H2(v',t')} = rnin(/, 0 2   \ak^E\ik\2e'<^-'\
k>\

Also in this case we need £||x,||2+6 < 00. (See the next remark.)

Remark 4.9. Theorem 1.1 requires that 7s||x,||2+ó < 00. We shall consider this

condition for the four examples of processes given at the beginning of this section.

For the processes in (2) it is easy to see that £|x2(i;0)|2+ä < 00 for some u0 G K

and E\M\2+S < 00 is sufficient. For the processes in (1), (3) and (4) assume that

{(£*> A*)> k > 1} is a sequence of independent random variables. Then by Theorem

3.3 of [9] and (4.13) we have 7i||x,.||2+i < 00 if and only if sup^, E\Q2+S < 00,

/ = 1, 3, 4.

In the general case of the processes given in (1) it is again true that if (4.13) holds

then 7s||x,||2+i < 00 if and only if sup^>1 E\£k\2+S < 00. This is proved by

following the proof of Theorem 1.1, Chapter 3, of [16] but with

II  .   II      - ( F\ .  |2 + Ä\l/(2 + «)
Il lin - (¿I I )

in (1.7). Also Corollary 4.6, Chapter 2, of [16] must be used in (1.3) of [16]. Finally,

this same method can be used for the processes in (3) when {(£k, Xk), k > 1} is not

a sequence of independent random variables. However, our approach requires

additional hypotheses besides (4.13) and supA>1 E\£k\2+S < 00. We will not go into

the details here.

Remark 4.10. These methods can also be used on the second order stochastic

integrals considered by Fernique [5]. Theorems 4.2 and 1.2 can also be given for

these processes.

5. Further applications. Let (x,,y > 1} be a sequence of independent identically

distributed 5-valued random variables, with mean zero, finite second moment and

satisfying the central limit theorem. Then, according to a theorem of Pisier [19],

{x-,y > 1} also satisfies the compact law of the iterated logarithm with cluster set

determined by the covariance function E{f(xx)g(xx)}, /, g G B*. But this also

follows from (1.2) and (1.1) since, as is well known Brownian motion satisfies the

compact law of the iterated logarithm with cluster set determined by

E{f(X(l))g(X(l))},f,gGB*.
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Upper and lower class refinements of the law of the iterated logarithm can easily

be obtained from corresponding results for ß-valued Brownian motion provided

that in relation (1.7) the function g satisfies

(5.1) g(/,5)«l/loglogi.

Indeed, consider Theorem 2.3 of Kuelbs [11] which is such an upper and lower

class result for Brownian motion. It involves the integral

(5.2) /
e^^'2 dt.

where «, is some finite integer. As noted in (2.5) of [11] in the proof of Theorem 2.3

of [11] there is no loss of generality to assume (log log t)x/2 < <f>(t) < 2(log log r)1/2

for all sufficiently large t. Hence the convergence or divergence of the integral (5.2)

is not affected if a function of size « (log log t)~x/2 is added to cf>(f)- But if (5.1)

holds then (1.7) becomes

j<t
xj X(t) « (//log log r)1/2   a.s.

Consequently, Theorem 2.3 of Kuelbs [11] continues to hold for the partial sum

process.

Another application deals with the simulation of the sample paths of Gaussian

processes. Let Y(v), v G [-\, \]N, be a Gaussian process with spectral representa-

tion /R/v e'<u'x> db(F(X)) where b is Brownian motion and F is a distribution

function on R^ called the spectrum of Y. Let {Y,, y > 1} be a sequence of

independent copies of Y. Let [Xj,j> 1} be a sequence of independent identically

distributed R^-valued random variables with distribution function F. It follows

from Theorem 1.1 and Remark 4.8 that with probability 1

(5.3) sup
v<EK

n~x'2 2  ejeKX»°> - »"l/2 2   Yj
j<n j<n

« gin, 5)(log log n)x/2

where K = [-¿, {-]N. According to conditions on R(x) = P{\X\ < x} the term on

the right in (5.3) will go to zero at various rates. Since n"1/'22,<„ 1, is a process

equal in law to Y this suggests the possibility of simulating a path of Y(v) by

(5.4) -1/2

f<n

tje KXj,v-> v G K.

The point is that it is probably easier to "generate" the sequence {Xj,j > 1} with

distribution function F and to form (5.4) than to create sample paths of a Gaussian

process with spectrum F. The term on the right in (5.3) tells how good the

approximation is. Actually, what is perhaps even more desirable is an estimate of

the form

sup
vEK

-1/2 2    e«Xj,V>  _   y,v)
j<n

> e    < h(n, e)

where h(n, e) —> 0 as n -» oo for each e > 0. This can easily be obtained from our

methods, by using the tail estimates we give before we apply the Borel Cantelli

lemmas.
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We are grateful to Herold Dehling for his many helpful comments, in particular

for suggesting that we formulate Theorem 1.1 in greater generality than C(K).
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